Weekly Spelling Plan

LLFLE - All Levels

This is a suggested weekly plan for teaching daily spelling lessons in the Language Lessons for a Living
Education series from Master Books. I am simply one homeschool mom reaching out to help other mamas. I
am not sponsored nor is this an "official" schedule produced by the company.

Day 1

Spell each word out loud for your child as he follows along in the book.
Have your child write each word on an index card, spelling each word out loud as he
writes.
Review the meanings of all the words, using a dictionary to define any unknown words.

Day 2

Choose a spelling game in the appendix of the LLFLE book.*
Using the spelling flashcards, say & trace spelling words.
Both teacher and student should use two spelling words in a sentence.

Day 3

Complete the written spelling activity provide on Day 5 of the weekly LLFLE lesson.
Depending on the ease with which your child completed the first two days of activity,
you may decide to have your child do this page independently.

Day 4

Choose words to use in the Create-A-Dictionary activity. (# of words can increase w/age)
Practice sorting by phonics pattern, alphabetizing or some other criteria of choice.

Day 5**

Give the Spelling Bee (directions in the appendix of LLFLE).
Record any missed words on the next review list in the appendix or add them to the
next week's list, whichever you prefer.

*I suggest playing the same game for 4-6 weeks at a time. This will allow your child to have
some familiarity and save mental energy for learning the words instead of learning a new
game. After several weeks in a row, however, a new game will help keep things interesting.
**If you do spelling in a 4-day week, I suggest combining days 4 and 5 by eliminating the
dictionary activity and doing the sorting/alphabizting as a warm- for the spelling bee.
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